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Abstract—Due to the limited battery power of sensor nodes and
harsh deployment environment, it is of fundamental importance
and great challenge to achieve high energy efficiency and strong
robustness in large-scale wireless sensor networks (LS-WSNs).
To this end, we propose two self-organizing schemes for LSWSNs. The first scheme is the energy-aware common neighbor
(ECN) scheme, which considers the neighborhood overlap in link
establishment. The second scheme is energy-aware low potentialdegree common neighbor (ELDCN) scheme, which takes both
neighborhood overlap in topology formation and the potential degrees of common neighbors into consideration. Both schemes generate clustering-based and scale-free-inspired LS-WSNs, which
are energy-efficient and robust. However, the ELDCN scheme
shows higher energy efficiency and stronger robustness to node
failures because it avoids establishing links to hub-nodes with
high potential connectivity. Analytical and simulation results
demonstrate that our proposed schemes outperform the existing
scale-free evolution models in terms of energy efficiency and
robustness.
Index Terms—Large-scale wireless sensor networks; selforganizing scheme; scale-free network; energy efficiency; robustness.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have been widely employed in military [2], agriculture [3], environment monitoring
[4], and health monitoring [5]. WSNs consist of wireless
sensor nodes with the capabilities of sensing, processing, and
communications [6], [7]. The sensor nodes are usually battery
powered and therefore energy limited. In most scenarios, they
are deployed in unattended and hostile environments, where
it is usually difficult to recharge or replace their batteries;
thus, a node fails permanently when it exhausts the battery.
Furthermore, the more important the role a node plays in a
network (denote this node as hub-node), the more traffic it
relays or aggregates, and the faster it exhausts its battery. Hubnode failures, leading to the failures of their connected links,
deteriorate the network connectivity. Therefore, the design of
energy efficient and robust WSNs becomes crucial, especially
for Large-Scale WSNs (LS-WSNs) where the large network
scale and monitored region result in a heavier packet load and
a higher rate of energy consumption.
Part of this work was presented at IEEE Globecom 2015 [1].

Multi-hop communication is considered one of the effective approaches to mitigate the high energy consumption of
wireless transmission over a long distance [8]. However, the
non-uniform dissipation of energy in multi-hop networks leads
to an energy hole problem [9]. Hence, it is of great importance
for LS-WSNs to balance the energy consumption at each
node to prevent energy holes and prolong the lifespan of
LS-WSNs. To this end, various protocols and schemes have
been proposed for WSNs, such as MAC protocols [10] and
routing protocols [11]. Many existing works have shown that
clustering-based routing protocols are promising for improving
energy efficiency in WSNs [12], especially in LS-WSNs [13].
Thus, in the past decades, many clustering-based protocols
have been proposed, such as the stable and energy-efficient
clustering (SEEC) protocol [14]. Furthermore, some related
issues in clustering-based WSNs have been analyzed, such as
the trade-offs between the network lifetime and transport delay
[15]. However, most clustering-based protocols are suitable for
WSNs of small scale, and do not consider the network physical
topology, which significantly affects the network performance
[16], [17].
In terms of robustness, in addition to the limited batterypowered energy and unbalanced energy consumption, hubnode failures may also be caused by harsh surroundings,
natural disasters, and hostile forces [18]. With the increase
of network size and monitored area, the negative impact of
hub-node failures becomes more significant, leading to more
communication link failures and more disjoint partitions [19];
hence, lower robustness. There have been some approaches
to improve the robustness of LS-WSNs [19], [20]. In [19],
the relay nodes are carefully placed to maximize network robustness. In [20], a new environmental monitoring framework
is proposed. Most works only focus on network robustness.
However, energy efficiency of a WSN is also very important.
Recent advances in complex networks have motivated investigation in scale-free WSNs [21], [22]. A scale-free network
is the one with a small portion of nodes that have a large
number of connections and a large portion of nodes that have
a small number of connections. The indispensable features
of scale-free networks are high energy efficiency [22] and
strong robustness [23], which provide a great motivation
for generating scale-free WSNs [17], [22], [24], [21]. The
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Barabási-Albert (BA) model1 has been applied to generate
WSNs in [26]. However, practical limitations of WSNs, i.e.,
limited energy capacity and transmission range, have not been
considered. To improve the energy efficiency, an extension of
the BA evolution model has been proposed in [22], wherein
the length of connections and algebraic connectivity have been
taken into account. The scale-free property of this model has
been verified experimentally.
In this paper, two novel self-organizing schemes are proposed to simultaneously improve the energy efficiency and
robustness of LS-WSNs by employing the scale-free network
approach. The first scheme is called an energy-aware common
neighbor (ECN) scheme. Taking the evolution processes of
BA model as a basis, the ECN constructs a clustering-based,
degree-constrained, and scale-free-inspired LS-WSN. To improve the energy efficiency of LS-WSNs, several intrinsic
characteristics of LS-WSNs (including residual energy and
communication range) and a typical topology information
regarding the common neighbor are exploited when establishing links between any two nodes. Meanwhile, the clusteringbased structure and scale-free property are maintained in the
generated LS-WSN. With a large number of neighbors, i.e.,
potential degree, nodes tend to exhaust the energy rapidly,
which significantly degrades the network performance. Thus,
we further propose another scheme, called energy-aware low
potential-degree common neighbor (ELDCN) scheme. This
scheme avoids establishing links to hub-nodes with large
potential degrees, which further improves energy efficiency
and balances the connectivity of nodes, i.e., node degree,
thereby providing strong robustness. The main contributions
of this paper are as follows:
1) Two self-organizing schemes, ECN and ELDCN, are
proposed, considering the intrinsic characteristics of LSWSNs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that topology information is exploited in generating LS-WSNs.
2) The proposed schemes construct clustering-based,
degree-constrained, and scale-free-inspired LS-WSNs to
achieve high energy efficiency and strong robustness.
3) An analysis model based on the heterogeneous meanfield approximation theory is provided to analyze the
scale-free property2 of our generated LS-WSNs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, the
network model and energy consumption model are presented
in Section II. In Section III, we present the proposed selforganizing schemes in detail, including the self-organizing
steps and the corresponding preferential selection probability
models. Then, we theoretically analyze the scale-free property
and energy consumption of our generated LS-WSNs in Section
IV. Section V is devoted to performance validation of our
generated LS-WSNs, where the scale-free property, energy
efficiency, and robustness are demonstrated through extensive
computer simulation. Finally, in Section VI, we conclude this
work.
1 A well-known model in complex network theory that generates scale-free
networks [25].
2 A network with scale-free property has been shown some advantages, such
as energy efficiency and strong robustness [22], [23].

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, we introduce the heterogeneous LS-WSN
model first, and then describe the energy consumption model.
A. Network Model
We consider a heterogeneous LS-WSN consisting of a sink
node b and a set of N nodes denoted by N . The number of
nodes in LS-WSN, N , is on the order of thousands and is
larger by at least one order of magnitude compared with the
number of nodes in the traditional WSNs. These N nodes can
be classified into two groups, cluster-head-nodes (CHs) C =
{1, · · · , c, · · · , C} with C = |C|, and member-sensor-nodes
(SNs) S = {1, · · · , s, · · · , S} with S = |S|. The CHs usually
have higher hardware requirements, such as initial energy and
transmission power, since they need to aggregate and relay
the sensed data from either other CHs or SNs to the sink
node. The number of CHs, C, is smaller than that of SNs,
C
< 1. The sink node b is located at
S; thus, the ratio ρ = N
the center of a U × U two-dimensional monitored region, and
CHs and SNs are randomly distributed over this region. Then
the average node density can be described as D = UN2 . Nodes
within either the subset C or S have the same specifications,
such as sensing range, transmission range, and computational
power, and the specifications for CHs are higher than these
for SNs as usual.
As shown in Fig. 1, the sensing operation is dynamically
performed in two phases: setup phase and aggregation phase.
During the setup phase, the LS-WSN is generated by our
proposed schemes and represented by a geometric graph,
G(V, E), where V is the set of nodes that have been added to
the graph, and E is the set of communication links established
to the |V| nodes. The setup phase starts with the sink node,
i.e., V = {b}, and other nodes in N are iteratively added
to V until all nodes are added, i.e., V = N ∪ {b}. Then,
the aggregation phase starts and it consists of τ time instants
of data aggregation. At each of these instants, SNs sense the
monitored area and transmit the sensed data to the sink.
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Figure 1: Proposed schemes operation phases over time.
If one node relays the sensed data for another node during
the aggregation phase, the communication link between these
two nodes exists. As shown in Fig. 2, there are four types
of communication links: bidirectional links among CHs and
among SNs, respectively, directional links from CHs to the
sink node and from SNs to CHs, respectively.
Denote Γ(n) as the set of neighboring nodes within the
communication range of node n. The number of neighboring
nodes of node n is called as its potential degree, which is
denoted by |Γ(n)|. The set of candidate nodes for establishing
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links to node n are those that have not been added to V and
are within Γ(n), and can be written as
On = Γ(n) ∩ (N \ V).

(1)

For a given node n ∈ N , i.e., either a CH or a SN, En0
denotes its initial energy, which is assumed to follow a uniform
>
>
distribution in the range [E
En0 ∈ [E
s, Es]
< n , E n ]. However,
<
>
if n is a SN, i.e., n ∈ S; En0 ∈ [E
< c , E c ] if n is a CH, i.e.,
n ∈ C. Heterogeneous network structure is considered in this
work, where CHs are assumed to have higher initial energy
and larger communication ranges than SNs. Therefore, E
<s ≤
>
>
Es ≤ E
< c ≤ E c , ∀s ∈ S and ∀c ∈ C, and Rc ≥ Rs , where
Rc and Rs are the communication ranges of CHs and SNs,
respectively.

SN
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Figure 2: Illustration of the network model with communication links

B. Energy Consumption Model
During the aggregation phase, both SNs and CHs drain
their energy on data processing, reception and transmission.
According to the radio model in [8], the energy consumption
of transmitting and receiving l bits of data over a distance d
can be expressed by
(
lEelec + ld2 εf s , d ≤ d0 ,
ET x (l, d) =
(2)
lEelec + ld4 εmp , otherwise,

number of child nodes of CH c. The energy consumption of
the CH for receiving, aggregating, and transmitting data can
be rewritten as
Ec (l, d) = Λ(c)lERx (l, d) + Λ(c)lEAg + ET x (l, d).

(4)

In addition, adding a node to V requires establishing a link to
another node, which consumes a constant amount of energy,
β, on these two connected nodes as in [27], [28]. In this work,
we assume that the sensed data of each SN is a packet with
l bits and each CH aggregates its received sensed data into a
packet with l bits.
III. S ELF -O RGANIZING S CHEMES
The BA model has been proposed by A.-L. Barabási and R.
Albert in [25] to generate scale-free networks. In a scale-free
network, the node degree exhibits a power-law distribution.
The degree distribution, P (k), is defined as the probability that
a node is with degree k over the whole network. This probability is independent of the network size. As in [25], P (k) of the
scale-free network can be written as P (k) ≈ αk −γ , where α is
a normalization constant and γ is the characteristic exponent.
Taking the evolution processes of the BA model and the
clustering-based structure as a basis, we present two novel
self-organizing schemes, ECN and ELDCN, to generate energy
efficient and robust LS-WSNs. Due to high connectivity of the
hub-nodes in the scale-free LS-WSNs, they may die faster than
other nodes [29]. This is particularly true when the network
size increases and hard cutoff limit is not set on the node
degree. Therefore, it causes unbalanced energy consumption
and makes the network vulnerable to the energy hole problem,
let alone the degradation in robustness. Unlike most existing
works [22], [24], we limit the number of links established
to nodes based on their residual energy. Furthermore, the
network topology is dynamically updated as shown in Fig.1,
which facilitates recovery from structural changes such as node
failures.
Next, we introduce self-organizing steps of the proposed
schemes. Then, we present the proposed preferential selection
probability models for ECN and ELDCN. These probability
models are used to establish links among nodes in the proposed
schemes.

and
ERx (l, d) = lEelec ,

(3)

respectively, where Eelec is the transmitter or the receiver
circuit energy consumption to transmit one bit of data, dq
0 is the
εf s
distance reference point, which can be given by d0 = εmp
,
and εf s and εmp denote the energy for power amplifications
in free space channel model and multi-path fading channel
model, respectively. The free space channel model is adopted
when d ≤ d0 ; and the multi-path fading channel model is used
otherwise.
In addition to collecting sensed data from other nodes, CHs
also aggregate it before forwarding it to the sink. Let EAg be
the energy consumption in each CH for aggregating one bit of
data. The SNs that depend on a given CH to relay their data
to b are called as the child nodes of this CH. Let Λ(c) be the

A. Self-Organizing Steps
Each setup phase in Fig. 1 starts from the sink node
only, i.e., V = {b}. Then, in each iteration, a new-incoming
node, either SN or CH, is added to V based on either ECN
or ELDCN selection probability model until all nodes are
added to V. The proposed self-organizing schemes consists
of the following two major steps and a preferential selection
probability:
• Initialization: N nodes are randomly deployed over the
monitored region and sink node b is placed in the center
of this region. Beginning with the sink node, i.e., V =
{b}, we compute its neighborhood overlap with the CHs
within its communication range. Here, the neighborhood
overlap is measured by either λ(n,b) or µ(n,b) between the
sink node and its neighboring CHs. Whereas λ(n,b) is a
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•

•

simple measure of neighborhood overlap, µ(n,b) measures
the neighborhood overlap but depresses the contribution
of common neighbors with high potential degrees. The M
CHs with highest neighborhood overlap are nominated
to establish links to the sink node and added to the
set M = {1, · · · , m, · · · M }, where M = |M|. The
nominated CHs establish links to the sink node when
they are randomly selected in the Growth step.
Growth: In each iteration, a new-incoming node n, CH
or SN, is randomly selected from N and is added to V.
A new-incoming node is added by establishing a direct
communication link to b if it belongs to M. Alternatively,
it is added by establishing a link to one node within its
set of candidate nodes On given in equation (1).
Preferential selection: One node in On is preferred over
others when establishing links in Growth step based on
the selection probabilities in equations (8) and (10) of
ECN and ELDCN, respectively.

B. Preferential Selection Probability Models
Nodes drain their batteries during sensing, receiving and
transmitting data over time; thus, their residual energy change
over the network lifespan. In the proposed schemes, the
network structure is regularly updated in every setup phase
based on the current residual energy of each node. At the
beginning of the setup phase in the j-th round, let Enj denote
the residual energy of node n, ∀n ∈ N . Each round consists
of one setup phase and the following aggregation phase. The
elapsed time between any two consecutive setup phases is
called as a round.
Nodes consume energy at a rate proportional to their degrees
and die at a faster rate when overloaded with a large number
of links. In order to avoid such scenarios and the energy
hole problem, we limit the number of communication links
established to a given node according by its degree capacity.
The degree capacity is defined as the maximum number of
communication links that can be established to a given node
[1]. For a node n in the j-th round, the degree capacity, kŻ jn ,
evaluates to
j

j
>E
kŻ n = k >n
E

∀n ∈ N ,

(5)

>
where k is the maximum number of communication links that
can possibly be established to the node with maximum initial
>
energy E= max{En0 } ∀n ∈ N . In each round, the maximum
energy consumption for link establishment at node n is limited
j
by its degree capacity, and can be described as β kŻ n . The
j
j
Ż n and can
residual of β kŻ n in the j-th round is denoted by E
be given by


Ż jn = β kŻ jn − knj
E
∀n ∈ N ,
(6)
where knj is the current degree of node n in setup phase of
the j-th round.
Ż jn is considered
In our proposed self-organizing schemes, E
in preferential selection of the Growth step. Linking a newŻ jn can balance the
incoming node to the node with higher E

energy consumption in the network. However, a communication link over a long distance consumes more energy, thus
drains the battery at a faster rate. Moreover, the chance of
interference is higher over long distances, which degrades the
communication performance. Therefore, it is necessary to limit
the communication range, and link the new-incoming node to
its neighboring nodes to conserve residual energy.
It has been proved in [16], [17] that network physical topology significantly affects the network performance. Connecting
a node to its nearest node improves the energy efficiency of
WSNs [22]. At the same time, from [30], the larger the number
of common neighbors that two nodes have, the shorter the
distance between them. To simultaneously take the distance
and network topology information into account, a common
neighbor which is a typical local topology information in
complex network [31], is introduced into our preferential
selection probability models as follows.
• Selection probability of ECN: The more common neighbors that two nodes have, the higher proximity to one
another. In the j-th round, the number of common neighbors between new-incoming node n and node o within
Onj = Γ(n)j ∩ (N \ V) can be described by
λj(n,o) = |Γ(n)j ∩ Γ(o)j |

∀n 6= o, n ∈ N \ V, o ∈ Onj .
(7)

Scaling λj(n,o) by the residual energy for link establishŻ jo , gives higher preference to nodes with higher
ment, E
residual energy. In the j-th round, the ECN selection
probability of node o, i.e., the probability that n establishes one communication link to o is given by
Πjo−ECN

=P

Ż jo
λj(n,o) E

j
w∈On

j

Żw
λj(n,w) E

.

(8)

The potential degree of the nth node, |Γ(n)|, is determined
once N nodes are deployed in the monitored area. A node with
higher potential degree are expected to have a larger degree
and faster depletion of its battery. Consider a pair of connected
nodes n and n0 , and a node z being a common neighbor to
both of them, i.e., z ∈ Γ(n) ∩ Γ(n0 ). A larger |Γ(z)| results in
a higher chance that one of the nodes n or n0 is isolated when
the other node dies. In addition, the effect of residual energy in
each node may lead node n or n0 to connect node z, z ∈ Γ(n)∩
Γ(n0 ), thereby resulting in higher connectivity and unbalanced
energy consumption in node z, z ∈ Γ(n)∩Γ(n0 ). To avoid this
scenario, the following selection probability is proposed.
• Selection probability of ELDCN: We extend the simple
measure of the neighborhood overlap in λj(n,o) to depress
the contribution of the common neighbors with high
potential degree as follows
X
1
, ∀n 6= o, n ∈ N \ V, o ∈ Onj .
µj(n,o) =
j|
|Γ(z)
j
j
z∈Γ(n) ∩Γ(o)

(9)
Ż jo
E

We scale µj(n,o) by
to give a higher preferential
selection probability to the node with higher residual
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energy for link establishment. Then, in the j-th round,
the ELDCN selection probability of node o can be given
by,
j

Πjo−ELDCN

=P

Żo
µj(n,o) E

j
w∈On

j

Żw
µj(n,w) E

.

(10)

Algorithm 1 provides a concise description of the ECN selforganizing schemes. For ELDCN, lines marked with ? are
Ż jc ” and lines marked with ??
replaced with ”compute µj(b,c) E
are replaced with probability given in (10).
Algorithm 1: Proposed ECN Self-Organizing Scheme
>
Data: N , k, En0 ∀n ∈ N
Result: G = (V, E) with V = N ∪ {b}.
repeat for every round j until all nodes die
/* Initialization
*/
V = {b} forall the elements of N do
j
Ż jn
estimate kŻ n , Enj , and E
foreach c in the set C and sink node b do
Ż jc ;
?
compute λj(c,b) E
Ż jc ;
?
sort computed λj E
(c,b)

j

?

??

??

??

??

??

??

Ż c to the set of
add M nodes with largest λj(c,b) E
nominated nodes M;
/* Growth and Preferential Selection */
repeat
foreach i in the set N \ V do
if i ∈ (C \ M) then
find the set of CHs that have not been added
to V and in the range of CH i,
Oij = Γ(i)j ∩ C ∩ (N \V);
foreach o in the set Oij do
j
if koj < kŻo then
compute Πjo−ECN
else
set Πjo−ECN to 0
link i to o with Πjo−ECN , add i to V and
update E
else if i ∈ M then
link i to b, add it to V and update E
else if i ∈ S then
find the set of CHs or SNs that have not been
added to V and in the range of SN i,
Oij = Γ(i)j ∩ (N \ V);
foreach o in the set Oij do
j
if koj < kŻo then
compute Πjo−ECN
else
set Πjo−ECN to 0
link i to o with Πjo−ECN , add i to V and
update E
until all nodes in N are added to V;

IV. A NALYSIS
In Section III, we have proposed two self-organizing
schemes for constructing degree-constrained and scale-freeinspired LS-WSNs. In this section, we apply heterogeneous
mean-field approximation to analyze the scale-free property
of the generated LS-WSNs [32]. In addition, the energy
consumption and robustness of LS-WSNs are investigated in
this section.
A. Degree Distribution
For some complex networks, the concepts of statistical
physics, such as the clustering coefficient and degree distribution, are very important and useful to analyze the network
features. Here, we prove that the generated LS-WSNs display a
scale-free property. One traditional and direct way to prove the
scale-free property is checking whether the degree distribution
asymptotically follows a power law [21].
There exist several methods to evaluate the degree distribution of complex networks, such as rate equation, master
equation, and mean field theory [32]. Similar to [17], the
degree distribution of the generated LS-WSN P (k) is analyzed
via applying the heterogeneous mean-field approximation in
this section. The following theorem, shown in Appendix A,
demonstrates the power law property of the degree distribution.
Theorem 1. In a LS-WSN constructed based on ECN, the node
degree distribution, P (k), follows a power law. The power-law
exponent, γ, is a function of the network parameters and given
by
γ=

πRs2 Rc2 (Ē + β)
+ 1.
U 2 β(Rc2 − ρRc2 + ρ2 Rs2 )

(11)

where Ē is the mean value of β kŻn , n ∈ N .
From Theorem 1, the degree distribution follows a power
law. Therefore, LS-WSNs generated by ECN display the scalefree property. Similar to the analysis of degree distribution for
the ECN, we can obtain the degree distribution in a LS-WSN
generated based on ELDCN, which is the same as (11).
B. Energy Consumption and Network Robustness
According to the characteristics of the hierarchical structure
network and the energy consumption model given in Subsection II-B, the total energy consumption for aggregating sensed
data can be expressed as,
ET a = (N − M )lEAg .

(12)

Furthermore, the energy consumption on data reception and
transmission depends on the number of hops between two
nodes. Let H̄ denote the average path length in terms of hops
between a node, either SN or CH, and the sink node. H̄ can
be written as
1 X
H̄ =
h(n,b) ,
(13)
N
n∈N

where h(n,b) is the path length from node n to the sink
node b. Then the following theorem, proved in Appendix B,
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demonstrates the range of H̄ in topologies generated by the
proposed schemes.
Theorem 2. The range of H̄ in our considered LS-WSNs can
be written as
1+N
,
(14)
H̄min ≤ H̄ ≤
2
where


M (1 − K̄ ω )
(ω + 1)
H̄min = 1 −
N (1 − K̄)
(15)
M (1 + ω K̄ ω+1 − (1 + ω)K̄ ω )
+
.
N (1 − K̄)2
N
Here, ω = dlogK̄ [1 − M
(1 − K̄)]e − 1 is the maximum number
>>
of hops between a node and the sink node, with K̄ = (Ē/E)k
being the average degree capacity of all nodes in the LS-WSN.

The following theorem can be directly derived from Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Denote ET o as the total energy consumption
for data aggregation, reception, and transition over one time
instant in the aggregation phase, then we have
H̄min N l(ET x + ERx ) + ET a ≤ ET o
(16)
1+N
N l(ET x + ERx ) + ET a .
≤
2
From the degree distribution in (11), the probability that
a given node has a high degree is small, and therefore only
a small proportion of nodes have high degrees in the whole
LS-WSN. Therefore, only a small number of nodes drain their
batteries at a fast rate. In addition, because nodes are uniformly
distributed, they have equal probability of being overloaded.
Since the energy consumption rate in each node is updated
dynamically during each setup phase, the energy consumption
at each node is balanced in our generated LS-WSNs.
Due to the balanced energy consumption in each node, hubnode failures decreased over the network lifespan. Each node
has a same small probability to be a hub-node; thus, there
are only a few hub-nodes in the network and the network
robustness to hub-node failures is improved.
V. S IMULATIONS AND P ERFORMANCE E VALUATIONS
The proposed self-organizing schemes are evaluated under
different LS-WSN parameters and are compared with four
candidate models that generate scale-free networks. The first
one is the BA model [25] and is the classical model for
generating scale-free networks. Based on the BA model, the
new-incoming node n establishes a link to one of the nodes
that are connected to the sink node and with the highest
degrees. The second one is an extended model of the BA
model, where we consider the limited communication range
of both CHs and SHs in order to make it comparable to the
proposed schemes. We refer to this model as the modified-BA
(M-BA) model. In the M-BA model, the new-incoming node
n establishes a link to the node with the highest degree in On .
The third model is the distributed solution (DS) in [33]. In DS,
the new-incoming node n establishes a link to the node which

is connected to the sink node, has higher degree, and therefore
incurs less communication energy consumption. A trade off
factor has been introduced in DS to balance the degree and
communication energy consumption. The fourth model is the
semi-randomized growth algorithm (SRA) proposed in [34].
SRA is an evolution model for generating scale-free peer-topeer networks, where a hard cutoff has been introduced to
limit the node degree. Based on SRA, the new-incoming node
n establishes a link to the node with a degree matching a
randomly generated number, and at the same time connected
to the sink node.
Our comparison is performed under the same network setup
and energy consumption model. The dynamics of our proposed
schemes are simulated in Myeclipse3 . The LS-WSNs topologies generated in Myeclipse are imported to Gephi4 where
the scale free property is evaluated. Then, by analyzing the
topological data in MATLAB, the average transmission length,
the energy efficiency and network robustness are evaluated. All
major parameters in our simulation are lifted in Table I unless
stated otherwise. For DS, the trade off factor is 0.4. For SRA,
>
the maximum degree of each node is set to k, and degree
distribution follows the power law with an exponent of 3.
Table I: Simulation Parameters
Parameter
N
U × U (m2 )
E
<s
E
<c
>
E
Rc
τ
l
εf s
Eelec

Value
6000
550m × 550m
0.6
0.8
1
120 m
20
4000 bits
10 × 10−12
50 × 10−9

Parameter
β
ρ
>
Es
>
Ec
>
k
Rs
M
EAg
εmp
d0

Value
1 × 10−15
0.3
0.8
1
22
80 m
10
5 × 10−9
0.0013 × 10−12
87.7 m

A. Scale-free Property
Degree distribution is considered one of the most important
metrics for analyzing complex networks. It has a great impact
on the transmission dynamics and network reliability [24],
[34]. The theoretical analysis in Subsection IV-A shows that
the degree distribution in our generated LS-WSNs follows the
power law. In this subsection, we present the linear-regression
analysis results on the degree distribution in topologies generated by the proposed schemes. The results show that the
generated topologies are approximately scale-free.
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the degree distribution of ECN and
ELDCN, respectively, for ρ = 0.3 and ρ = 0.5. The results
shown are averaged over 10 trials. The slopes of regression
lines in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show that the simulated γs for
ECN and ELDCN are 2.898 and 2.945, respectively, with
ρ = 0.3. γ increases to 3.172 and 3.244, respectively, for ECN
and ELDCN with ρ = 0.5. Given the simulation parameters
in Table I and analytical results, γ for ECN and ELDCN
3A

powerful, full-featured Java IDE for network simulation.
is a software for analyzing complex networks

4 Gephi
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Figure 4: Degree distributions and regressing analysis results
for ELDCN with ρ = 0.3 and ρ = 0.5

is 2.5916 for ρ = 0.3 and 3.0230 for ρ = 0.5. Due to
the heterogeneous mean-field approximation applied in our
theoretical derivation in Subsection IV-A, there is a small
gap between the theoretical and simulated γ. Both of the
theoretical and simulated results show that γ increases with
the increase of ρ. The adjusted R2 values5 corresponding to
the four fitting lines of ECN with ρ = 0.3, ECN with ρ = 0.5,
ELDCN with ρ = 0.3 and ELDCN with ρ = 0.5 are 0.8566,
0.8264, 0.8443, and 0.8168, respectively. The four R2 show
that the LS-WSNs topologies generated by ECN and ELDCN
display approximate scale-free properties [34].
B. Average Path Length
Fig. 5 shows H̄ in the LS-WSNs generated by ECN, ELDCN, M-BA, BA, DS, and SRA. Results are averaged over 20
trials. From the Fig. 5, the H̄ for the BA model is the smallest
in comparison to the other considered five models, because
a node operating under the BA model prefers to establish a
5 Adjusted R2 is a fitting optimization index which is used to measure how
well terms fit a curve or line, which falls in [0, 1]. A larger value of adjusted
R2 implies greater resemblance to scale-free property and vice versa.

communication link to the node with the higher degree without
considering any other factors. Compared with the BA model,
H̄ of the M-BA is larger due to the limited communication
range of each node. However, the higher degree nodes still
have higher preference in the M-BA model; its H̄s are less
than those of ECN, ELDCN, DS, and SRA.
The number of communication links established to a node
is limited by its degree capacity in the proposed schemes and
SRA, which results in a high average path length. This explains
the larger H̄ for ECN, DCN, and SRA in comparison to the
other three models. According to equation (2), the energy
consumption for transmitting the sensed data increases at a
faster rate with d for d > d0 . Thus, for ECN, DCN, M-BA, and
DS, which have considered the constrained communication
range, a smaller H̄ implies more links with longer distances
and higher energy consumption for transmitting data. Consequently, some nodes are overloaded with a large number of
connections, thereby exhausting their batteries.
C. Energy Efficiency
Higher energy efficiency implies longer network lifespan
and vise versa. The network lifespan is evaluated based on
the following metrics, the round in which the first node dies
(FND), the round in which half of nodes die (HND), and the
round in which the last node dies (LND) [8].
Fig. 6 shows the number of alive nodes throughout the
lifespan of LS-WSNs constructed based on ECN, ELDCN,
M-BA, BA, DS, and SRA. It is clear that ECN, ELDCN and
M-BA establish links in such a way that energy consumption
is balanced and network lifespan is extended in comparison to
the other models. The FND is 127th, 129th and 14th round for
the ECN, ELDCN and M-BA, respectively; whereas, the first
node dies in the first round for BA, DS, and SRA. The HND
for the ELDCN and ECN are very close and are about 17
times of BA, 2 times of DS, and 10 times of SRA. Although
the HNA for the M-BA is 210 and is larger than our proposed
schemes, its LND is only 210, which is 30 rounds less than
our proposed schemes. The great difference in results for the
BA and M-BA suggests that the energy efficiency in LS-WSN
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network lifespan.
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Figure 8: The proportionality of energy dissipation in LSWSNs measured by θj over the network lifespan.

can be significantly enhanced by limiting the communication
range of nodes. This has contributed to the improvement of
energy efficiency.
Fig. 7 shows the ratio of the node degree to their degree
0
capacities in the first round, kn0 /kŻ n . The histogram for the
M-BA model shows that there are 40 nodes with degrees
outweighed their degree capacities and the degrees of almost
all of the rest nodes are one, which indicates that the energy
dissipation is significantly unbalanced among all nodes in
the M-BA model. This is due to the unlimited number of
links that can be established to a given node. Since nodes
prefer to establish communication links to the nodes with
higher degree for the BA model, some nodes are overloaded
with a large number of links to relay data and exhaust their
batteries even in the first round. Due to the trade-off between
0
energy and degree metrics in DS, the value of kn0 /kŻ n is
balanced among the N nodes while there are still 5 nodes
that die in the first round. The histogram for SRA shows
that there are 130 nodes with degrees outweighed their degree
capacities, and 268 nodes die in the first round. In contrast,
energy dissipation in our proposed schemes is more balanced,
none of the nodes is overloaded; thus, the lifespans of our
generated LS-WSNs are longer. In addition, ELDCN avoids
hub-nodes overload resulting from high potential connectivity,
which further balances the node degree with the average
transmission length, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 7. Thus,
ELDCN outperforms ECN.
We measure the proportionality of energy dissipation in LSWSNs using the following index

Fig. 8 shows θj over the network lifespan. The largest θj
are shown for ELDCN, and ECN, followed by DS and M-BA.
Results show far less values of θj for SRA and BA, which
supports our earlier conclusion that the proposed ELDCN and
ECN outperform all other candidate models with respect to
energy efficiency.

j

θj =

N
X
Enj
,
E0
n=1 n

(17)

where N j is the number of alive nodes in the j-th round. For
round j, the larger the ratio of a nodes’ residual energy to its
initial energy, the longer it lives. For the whole network, more
alive nodes in each round implies more balanced energy dissipation. Thus, a larger θj indicates a higher energy efficiency
and a longer network lifespan [35].

D. Network Robustness
Nodes in LS-WSNs fail due to unbalanced energy consumption or external hostile forces. To evaluate the robustness of
the generated LS-WSNs to hub-node failures, we simulate
the hub-node failures in our generated LS-WSNs. The hubnode failures are simulated as follows. First, the nodes are
sorted by their degrees. Then, hub-nodes with largest degrees
are removed from the network one-by-one. Next, links to
the removed nodes are removed from the network at the
same time. This simulation approach maximizes the hubnode failures impact on the network connectivity. We use the
number of nodes connected to the sink node, Ns , as a measure
of robustness to hub-node failures.
Fig. 9 shows the average number of nodes connected to
the sink node over 20 trials for all considered schemes. In
ECN, ELDCN and DS, the numbers of nodes connected to
the sink node fall to 0 when 40% of the nodes are removed
from the network. For SRA, no node remains connected to
the sink node after removing only 30% of the nodes. As
the proportion of removed nodes increases from 1% to 50%,
ELDCN outperforms all other models and achieves the highest
robustness. ELDCN is followed by ECN, DS, and SRA.
Limiting the number of links to each node in ELDCN and
ECN, not only balances the energy consumption in each node,
but also improves robustness to hub-node failures. It should
be noted that due to the unlimited node degree in the M-BA
and the BA models, some nodes are overloaded, as shown in
Fig. 7. Therefore, LS-WSNs constructed based on the M-BA
and the BA models are prone to node failures and become
unavailable when as low as 1% of nodes are removed from
the network.
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed two self-organizing
schemes, ECN and ELDCN, for generating clustering-based,
degree-constrained and scale-free-inspired LS-WSNs. Our
schemes exploit more comprehensive intrinsic characteristics
of LS-WSNs, and the topology information regarding common
neighbors, and the potential degree of common neighbors,
which significantly balance the node degree and the energy
consumption over LS-WSNs. Both of our theoretical analytical
and simulation results have demonstrated that, our proposed
schemes have achieved high energy efficiency and strong
robustness for LS-WSNs compared to M-BA, BA, DS, and
SRA.
A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF THEOREM 1
Proof: Denote the degree of the oth node in iteration t
by ko,t . To conveniently analyze the problems, without losing
rationality, label the new-incoming node at iteration t = n
with n. We focus on the node o when analyzing P (k), i.e., the
expression of P (k) is derived based on P (ko,t ). Note that, the
superscript j is dropped here because we analyze the degree
distribution of LS-WSN in the first round.
Algorithm 1 shows that a new-incoming CH establishes
links only to the CHs in N \V, while a new-incoming SN can

connect to any node in N \V, which means the probability that
a CH is connected by a new-incoming node n is larger than
that of a SN within N \V. Thus, for iteration t in the growth
step of the ECN scheme, the growth rates of ko,t for SN and
CH are different, in the following, we treat them separately.
A. The case of CH o in N \ V
Considering the communication range of CH o and the ECN
selection probability Πo−ECN , equation (8), the growth rate
of ko,t can be evaluated by
Żo
dko,t
|Γ(n) ∩ Γ(o)|E
=P
.
Ż
dt
w∈O |Γ(n) ∩ Γ(o)|E w

(18)

n

According to the definition of On , given in Subsection II-A,
we get
(
πRs2 (N −t)
N −t
, n ∈ S,
πDRs2 DU
2 =
U2
On =
(19)
πRc2 (N −t)
2 N −t
πDRc DU 2 =
, n ∈ C.
U2
The previous analysis shows that the neighborhood overlap
between the new-incoming node n and the CH o is different
in terms of the type of the new-incoming node, and the value
of |Γ(n) ∩ Γ(o)| can be described as
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n ∈ S, Rs ≤ Rc < 2Rs ,
Ω,
|Γ(n) ∩ Γ(o)| = πDRs2 ,
n ∈ S, 2Rs ≤ Rc ,


2.1627DRc2 , n ∈ C,
(20)
Rc2
Rs2

Rc
s
− 3R
where Ω = Rs2 arccos(1.25 − ) + Rc2 arccos( R
4Rc ) −
s


2
R
0.5Rs2 sin arccos(1.25 − Rc2 ) . Additionally, with out loss of
s
Ż w with the average value of all E
Żw
generality, we replace E
¯
∀w ∈ N \V denoted by Ew . Taking Rs ≤ Rc < 2Rs as an
example, since the probability that the new-incoming n is a SN
is ρ, substituting equations (19) and (20) back into equation
(18) gives
Żo
Żo
2.1627DRc2 E
dko,t
ΩE
(1 − ρ) + πR2 (N −t)
ρ
= πR2 (N −t)
s
c
dt
ΩE¯w
2.1627DRc2 E¯w
U2
U2
Ż oU 2
[R2 (1 − p) + Rs2 ρ]E
= c 2 2
.
πRs Rc (N − t)E¯w
(21)
The value of E¯w is given by

Ē(N − t) − βt
.
(22)
E¯w =
(N − t)
Thus, combining with equation (6), the growth rate of ko,t for
a CH can be rewritten as
dko,t
[R2 (1 − ρ) + Rs2 ρ](kŻ o − ko,t )βU 2
(23)
.
= c
dt
πRs2 Rc2 [Ē(N − t) − βt]
According to equation (5) and the energy distribution of these
N nodes given in Subsection II-A, Ē evaluates to
>
>
+ E s ) + ρ(E
+ Ec)
> (1 − ρ)(E
<
<
s
c
Ē = β k
.
(24)
>
2E
B. The case of SN o in N \V
The growth rate of ko,t for the oth SN in N \ V is same as
equation (18). Unlike CHs, the ko,t of SN o is affected only
when the new-incoming node is a SN. Thus, the On for SN
o in N \V can be written as
πRs2 (N
U2

N −t
− t)
=
.
(25)
DU 2
Since the new-incoming CH does not establish links to SNs
within N \ V, the neighborhood overlap between the newincoming node n and the SN o, |Γ(n) ∩ Γ(o)|, can be written
as
(
2.1627DRs2 , n ∈ S,
|Γ(n) ∩ Γ(o)| =
(26)
0,
n ∈ C.
On = πDRs2

Substituting equations (25) and (26) back into equation (18),
Ż w with E¯w given in equation (22), we get
and replacing E
Żo
dko,t
2.1627DRs2 E
= πR2 (N −t)
(1 − ρ)
s
dt
2.1627DRs2 E¯w
U2
Żo
U 2E
(27)
=
(1 − ρ)
πRs2 (N − t)E¯w
U 2 (kŻ o − ko,t )β
=
(1 − ρ).
πRs2 [Ē(N − t) − βt]

For a given node o, o ∈ N in LS-WSN, the probability
that o ∈ C is ρ and o ∈ S is (1 − ρ). Thus, based on the
above analysis, equations (23), and (27), the growth rate of
ko,t , o ∈ N can be written as
dko,t [Rc2 (1 − ρ) + Rs2 ρ]U 2 β(kŻ o − ko,t )
=
ρ
dt
πRs2 Rc2 [Ē(N − t) − βt]
U 2 β(kŻ o − ko,t )
+
(1 − ρ)2
πRs2 [Ē(N − t) − βt]
U 2 β(Rc2 − ρRc2 + p2 Rs2 ) Ż
(k o − ko,t ).
=
πRs2 Rc2 [Ē(N − t) − βt]

(28)

For simplicity, we define function P (t) as follows
U 2 β(Rc2 − ρRc2 + ρ2 Rs2 )
πRs2 Rc2 [Ē(N − t) − βt]
U 2 β(Rc2 − ρRc2 + ρ2 Rs2 )
=
πRs2 Rc2 ĒN − πRs2 Rc2 (Ē + β)t
a1
=
,
a2 − a3 t

P (t) =

(29)

where a1 , a2 and a3 are given by
a1 = U 2 β(Rc2 − ρRc2 + ρ2 Rs2 ),
a2 = πRs2 Rc2 ĒN,

(30)

a3 = πRs2 Rc2 (Ē + β).
Therefore, equation (28) can be simplified to
dko,t
= P (t)(kŻ o − ko,t ).
dt

(31)

Through solving the first order linear non-homogeneous
differential equation given in (31), we solve for ko,t as follows
Z
R
R
R
ko,t = ξe− P (t)dt + e− P (t)dt (P (t)kŻ o )e P (t)dt dt,
(32)
where ξ is a constant whose value can be determined by the
initial condition of equation (31). Based on equation (29), we
get
 − R P (t)dt
a1
e
= e[a1 ln(a3 t−a2 )]a3 = (a3 t − a2 ) a3 ,
Z
R
(33)
a
 (P (t)kŻ o )e P (t)dt dt = kŻ o (a3 t − a2 ) a13 .
Substituting equation (33) into (32), and according to the
initial condition ko,o = 1, ξ evaluates to
a

1
ξ = (1 − kŻ o )(a3 o − a2 )− a3 .

(34)

Thus, we arrive at the solution of equation (31),
a1

a1

ko,t = (1 − kŻ o )(a3 o − a2 )− a3 (a3 t − a2 ) a3 + kŻ o .

(35)

In order to get the expression for P (k), the cumulative
probability P (ko,t < k) is calculated first. Suppose each
new-incoming node is added to the graph in equal time
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intervals, then the probability density of o can be defined as
p(o) = (N1−t) , and we can write P (ko,t < k) as follows
P (ko,t < k)

1
= P o >
a3


kŻ o − k
kŻ o − 1

1
= 1 − P o ≤
a3

1
1
=1−
(N − t) a3

!− aa3



1

(a3 t − a2 ) +

a2 
a3

!− aa3


a2 
(a3 t − a2 ) +
a3

!− aa3
1
Ż
ko − k
a2
(a3 t − a2 ) +  .
a3
kŻ o − 1

kŻ o − k
kŻ o − 1

A PPENDIX C
P ROOF OF EQUATION (40)
Proof: Denote Nω,K̄ as the total number of nodes in the
network with parameters ω and K̄. The variables ω and K̄
were introduced in Subsection IV-B. Given the initialization
step of the proposed schemes, ω ≥ 1. Then proving equation
(40) translates into proving the following equation

1

(36)

Nω,K̄ = M

K̄ i .

(43)

i=0

Next, we use a recursive method to prove equation (43).
1) The case of ω = 1 and K̄ = 0: only M CHs are in the
network and there is

Hence,

N1,0 = M.

∂P (ko,t < k)
P (k) =
∂k


=

a2 − a3 t
Ż
a1 (k o − 1)(N − t)

kŻ o − k
kŻ o − 1

!−

a3
a1


+1

(37)
.

The power-law exponent γ of equation (37) is given by
γ=

ω−1
X

πRs2 Rc2 (Ē + β)
a3
+ 1.
+1= 2
a1
U β(Rc2 − ρRc2 + ρ2 Rs2 )

(38)

Given ω = 1 and K̄ = 0, then equation (43) reduces
to equation (44). Considering the value of K̄ is related
>
to the energy distribution, the value of k and ω can be
uniquely determined under the fixed Nω,K̄ and K̄. Thus,
in the following, we assume that ω is an integer which
is greater than 1.
2) The case of ω > 1 and K̄ = 1: The network consists of
M clusters, and (ω − 1) SNs connect to each other oneby-one in each cluster; thus, there are ω nodes, ω − 1
SNs and 1 CH, in each cluster. Therefore,

A PPENDIX B
P ROOF OF T HEOREM 2

Nω,1 = M ω = M

Proof: It is obvious that H̄ peaks at the extreme case
ko = 2, ∀o ∈ N in the generated LS-WSN, in which all these
N nodes connect to each other one-by-one, until a link is
established to the sink node. In this case, there is
PN
i
1+N
H̄ = i=1 =
.
(39)
N
2
At another extreme case that ko = kŻ o , ∀o ∈ N , i.e., each
node reaches its degree capacity, H̄ reaches the minimum.
Then N can be a function of K̄, ω, and M , shown below
M

ω−2
X

K̄ i ≤ N ≤ M

i=0

ω−1
X

K̄ i .

(40)

Therefore, H̄ can be written as
Pω−1 i
Pω−1
[K̄ (i + 1)] + [N − M i=0 K̄ i ](ω − 1)
H̄ = i=0

 N
M (1 − K̄ ω )
= 1−
(ω + 1)
(42)
N (1 − K̄)
M (1 + ω K̄ ω+1 − (1 + ω)K̄ ω )
+
.
N (1 − K̄)2
Thus, theorem 2 is proved.

ω−1
X

1i .

(45)

i=0

Hence, equation (45) is equivalent to equation (43) for
ω > 1 and K̄ = 1 .
3) Suppose ω > 1 and K̄ = j, the equation (43) can be
re-written as
Nω,j = M

ω−1
X

ji.

(46)

i=0

When ω > 1 and K̄ = j + 1, comparing with the topology of
the network with ω > 1 and K̄ = j, and based on Nω,j , we
get

i=0

The proof for equation (40) is presented in Appendix C. Based
on equation (40), we can write



N
ω = logK̄ 1 −
(1 − K̄) .
(41)
M

(44)

Nω,j+1 =Nω,j + M

ω−1
X x−1
X

j (x−1)−y (j + 1)y

x=1 y=1

=M

ω−1
X

(47)

i

(j + 1) .

i=0

Therefore, (43) is proved for all values of ω ≥ 1 and K̄.
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